Alien
Altered States
An American Werewolf in London
The Amityville Horror
The Babadook
The Birds
The Blair Witch Project
The Brood
The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari
Candyman
Carnival of Souls
Carrie
The Conjuring
The Crazies
Creature from the Black Lagoon
Crimson Peak
Cronos (Foreign – Spanish)
Dreamcatcher
Evil Dead
The Exorcist
Friday the 13th
Goodnight Mommy (Foreign - German)
Halloween
House at the End of the Street
The House of the Devil
Insidious
- Invasion of the Body Snatchers
- It Follows
- Jaws
- Mama
- Night of the Living Dead
- A Nightmare on Elm Street
- Oculus
- The Omen
- The Others
- Paranormal Activity
- Poltergeist
- Psycho
- The Ring
- Rosemary’s Baby
- The Ruins
- Saw
- Scream
- Session 9
- The Shining
- Sinister
- Texas Chain Saw Massacre
- The Thing
- 28 Days Later
- The Wicker Man
- You’re Next
- The Visit
- The Witch